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You use weights, and measures every day of your life.
,:,, Without them, shopping; trade, recreation, and
education would be in a state of hopeless confusion._

You learned 'the anguage of measurement so earl at
/you have-probably fOr,gfotten the day you first understood

the meaning of "inch,/foot, yard, andrniike;" of "ounce,
;pound, 'and. torn;" of ''//pint, quart, an,4gallon;" and that
"100 °P" is4.comfoita I hot, while "30 °F" is t
uncomfortably -col .Th e are familiar units of the
"customary" syste pQfcmeasurement.

After many years of,debate, our nation recently embarked
ory a voluntary coordinated change from the customary '

system of measurement (the yard and pound) to the
.-' metric system ormeasurement .(therpeter and kilogram). >

On December 3, 1975, President Fo\d signed into law
the Metric Conversion Act of 1975, which' established for
the first time a. national policy to coordinate America's-
changeover to metric. Thus, the United Statesajoi4d the
w rldwide trend toward a combaratively-new system called

4modernized metric system"*of measurement. N.

The names of the units in the metric system May sound
strange tOthAmerican ear ap-irst,'but fortunately there

. are only a few words that have to be learned fOr everyday
,.'

use. These are: the kilometer, meter centimeter and
millimeter for ,expressing lifigth and &stance; the liter and
milliliter for capacity or volumef.thekilogram, gram and
tmetric ton for

the

(mass); th degree Celsius for
temperatyre; the kilopascal for ressure; and the hectare

. ..,
1 for area'. .

As we convert to the metric syStem., seiversal units of. ,

- measure that we currently-use will not change. Time will
;continue to be measured in hours, minutes, al5c1 seconds;

", electric poyer will still be measured infwatts; and our /
monetary syStem will remain the same. ,

The metric kystern is-already .being used in this country
to a greater extent tharr.most people realize. Ini.' *
ihternaerb4 athletic competition, such as swimming and-%
track apd field events, length meakLuements are given in
meters rather' than' in yards and fee Our astronauts, from
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the surface of the moon,, excitedly told a worldwide
audience how far their rocket had landed from a lunar
hill in 'meters. You see Weights expressed in grams on ri-c5,r6 0 7 8 7
and more packaged items at the grocery store: And the
trend is toward even greater use.

Why is the metric system being
INCREASINGLY USED?

I

The metric system is increasingly in use throughout the
world for two.reasons: it is a-simple system, and it is

a decimal system.
It is simple because each quantity, such as length (meter)

or weight (gram), has its oWn unit of measurement, and
no'unit is used to express more than one quantity. In the
customary system, however, pound can mean either

'force (a's in pounds required to break a rope) or weight
(as in a pound of sugar); and ounce can, mean-either
volume (as the number of ounces in a quart) or weighte(as
the number of ounces in a pound): .

The metric system is easier than the customary system to
learn to use in solOng problems that ihvolve computation.
This is because muNples of metric units are related to each
other by the factor 10. You have probably 'noticed that
the names of metric,units sometimes include prefixes
such asinilli,.centi, and kilo as inmilliliter, centimeter, and
kilogram. These prefixes indicate. multiples or submultiples
of the units.

Consider the measurement of lerigthin the metric'
system any measure of length is expresed in meters or
multiples of the meter. A centimeter is one hundredth of a

meter; a,mi/limeter is one thousanflth of a 'meter; and a
kilometer is one thousand meters In the customary'
system, an inch is one thirty-sixth 9f a yard; a foot is one
third of a yard; and a mile is 1760 yards.

The most commonly-used prefies, and the multiplication
factors they indicate, are given' on the following pages.
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compailso
o metric and customary unit
measurement
In the examples below, a visual comparison is made of the major
units of the customary and metric systems: by using everyday guano-
ties and sizes for purposes of illustration.

J Small
\linear dimensions

..;For expressing small linear $
dimensions, such as wrench

s!'sizes, millimeters will replace .

inche.s. For example, a 6 -rtim
I wrench will be a more

commonly-used size than a
'/a -inch wrench

I

of

4014.- ,44
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GENTERWIli

'MINERS

AINis

linear,dimensions
In expressing larger sizes, the
meter will replace both the
foot and the yard. In the
example shown, a 3 x 4 .

meter carpet will generally be
sold rather than a 9 X 12 foot
(or 3 X 4 yard) carpet.

-Great
Distances.

GOA:RILE The kilomete'r.will replace the.,
mile in expressing great
distances, such as distances
betWeen cities. The example
shows the replacement for a
sign 25 miles from Centerville:
it would read 40 kilometers.

MILES



KILOCIWAS,
03u2 POUNDS
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Small
Weights.

When we purchase small
quantities-of things, such as
candy, we will use grams
instead of ounces. For example,
250 grams will replace 9 t.,
ounces.

Larger
Weights .

The purchase-of large items,
'such as meat, will be figured .
in kilograms rather than
pound's. Inthe example
shown, a 2-kilpgram roast will
replace a 4:5-pound roes?:

Volume.
When you order ttankful of
gai; you may note that it will
take (Miters rather than 16
gallons.,

.. . .

Speed

dur automobile speedometers

-W ga) a will change from miles per .

hour to kilometers per hoar
30 .. 30 as the speed limit signs ort our'N.)

20 MO highways are likewise changed:

10 11D On the speedometers shor,n,

a I, 120 an 80 kildmeters per hod
, . MPH -', speed replaces 50 miles

per hour.
.
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a handuide forestimating the most Cominon household measurements

-HTS LENGTI-1
.

orzioHnil"
1 kilogram -2.2 pounds '

).

,
4 .

250 gams - 8.8 gifi
.1

tces

/ . ,

5V0 grams,
1 1pound)

30 grams
1 1 ounces

100 gfamiz.3.5 ounces

r

t
30 cen,timeiers- 1 foot
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bo;ly
temperature

#.
milliliters -1 teaspoon

..

15 milliliters
-1 tablespoon

*wateF Ireezes

. . 4 liters
- 1.06 gallons

.

500 milliliters
.1.06 pints

1 liter - 1.06 quarts

.

... ,
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crticulations'' 6.,

using metric and customary units
The statement and solution of three everyday problems are given in' loth customareL
arid. metric units, proVidinga side by side comparison of the systems.

0 °SO

Problem; What is the area of the floor of a room with the
e

Ny-

A

following dimensions?

Metric Units
475 centimeters
380 centimeters

determined by' mult$Iying the

Customary Units ,
Length 15 ft 7 in' .

Width 12 ft ih

SOLUTION. The area is
length of the room by its width:Note that for room dimen-
sions given in mixed custoMary,units it.as necessary to Tirst
reduce them to a common. urilf expression which, in .;his
case, may be either feet or inches.

CUSTOMARY.
Room' Dimensions in.
Inches

Multiply feet by12 to convert
'to inches

Length' (1'.5 X 12) -f 7 = 187 in
Width "(12 X_12) + 6 = 150'in

187 X 150'
28 050 square inches

Tsital square inches divided by.
number ofsquare inches in el'
square foot (144) equals
number of square feet

28 050 + 144 = 195
sq.uaie feet (approx.)

Total square feet divided by *.

. number of "square feet in A '

square yard (9) equals number.
.of squad yards .

. .

195 4: 9 = 22 square
yards (approx.) /

./
a

:4111,4%,

METRIC=
Room' Dimensions in'
Centimeters

'
Len etk 475 cm
Width 380 cm "N\

475. X 380
500.square cm

Total square centimeters
divided'by number of square*
centimeters in a square meter
(10 000) equals number ofr
square meters; i.e. move

. decimal point 4 places to left

180 500 + 10.000 =
18 squarqnetets

(approx.)

a
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What is the approximate total Weight of the coritents of a basket that
contains thelollbwing

. Mear
Potatops
Tomatoes
Cereal

t

Weight
CuSlomary Units

4lb9oz
3 lb 4 of
2 lb 15 oz
11b7oi

Metric Units
2.07 kilograms
1.47 kilograms
1.33 kilograms
650 grams

Solution of Prdbleen
. . r

Custojary
Weight' in Ounces

Weight in pounds multiplied
by 16 gives weight in ounces

Meat' -(4 X 16).-E .9 = 73
Potatoes (3.X 16) 4- . 4 = 52

4,
-Tomatoes (2 X 16) + 15 = 47
Cereal (1 X 16) 4% 71 = 23

t
Metric -*

iglit in GraMs

. multiply
kilograms

2070 by 1000 to
1470 convert

-1.330, to grams.
650

195 5520
.

195 divided by '16 12 jb (approx.) or 5:5 kilograms (appr:ox.),
Volume .

What is the'.Volurtie of the followirig two :compArable but not equal
mixtures:-;

= Milk,
Water
Flavoring

. k
'Customary

Units
1 RI 2 qt 1 pt
3,qt 1 pt

"1/, pt.

5olption of ProkleM,

Customary
Volume in Pints .

Multiply gallons by,8; and
guar-4012 to eorwert to .
pints

Milk t
(1 X 8) + (2 X 2) -1-. 1 = 13

.Water . .

(3 2) + 1. = 7
. Flavoring - 1/2

- 201/2

Metric .."
Units

6.5 liter's
3.5 liters
250 milliliters

. Metric ;
Volume ir Millwiters

multiply liters:

3500 .

65113y 1000 to

35
tonvsert to

25a.
milliliters

102$0.

201/2 2,.F10 qt ( approx.) Qr 10 liters

10:-P 4 = 21/2 gal (app ox.) or .10 liters

(approx.)

.(approx.)..



Everyday unit
M SUREMENT

O

The few metric units of measurement that We will be using in our ever yday lives and their
approximate sizes are given on this page.

Metric 4 Apprpximat6,
Measurement Unit Size of Unit',

Length millimeter diameter of a paper clip wire

centjmeter ,a little more than the width
of a paper clip (about 0.4 inch),

meter

kilometer

.P.
a little longer than a yard
(about 1.1 yards)

.

sdniewhat 'further than 1/2 mile
(about 0.6.mile)

Weight (mass). gritm a little more than the weight:
7 iof.a paper clip

kijOgtani , .alittle,rno're than 2_pounds
.,'(about 2.2'younds)

metric ton, - a little 'More than a short
ton (about 2200.pounds)

milliliter

liter.5 .
'five of them -make a teaspoon

a little larger fhan a quart
(about 1.06 quarts),

c.(.. .

Area liet.tare :about-2.5 .acres
>, ,'''

kilopascat atmospheric -pressure is about
10D kilopascals ,

.4(

4
Pressure

JP

Temperature dIree Celsius , see stgrriperature scale below

TEMPERATURE
40 . 0 20 . 37 60- .80 100

°F 6 3 .80 98.6 140 212

t t
water body yD water

frsezes ,,temperature.
,

p t,

4,
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eatlTo Youe?

In the MARK. ETPLACE

V,

As metric measures beg:pm e commonplace, one 'Of the
first things you will notice as you shop will be the new

metric expressiOns for weiglit, volume, and length on
packaged goods.

,Currently; in, packagedfoods, the number of different
expressions of measurerrient .you-encounter in one day's
shopping is bewildering. Weights are expressed in

Ao'avoirdupois ounces and pounds; fluid measures are
expressed in gallons, liquid quarts, pints, and fluid ounces;
and dry measures are expressed in bushels, pecks, dill
quarts, and pihts. Only our long familiarity withthe
customary system has made it usable.

With metric labeling, weighs, Will be expreSsed only in
grams or kiloganss; volume will be expressed.only in
liters or milliliters; and length be expressed only in .

meters, centimeters or_ millimeters. Clearly, metric is much
less confusing and will be much easier to use when
shopping.

in the HO
Some of tfie mosti.,cequent measurements made in the
home are thoSe for cooking-and baking. The practice

.-',.that will be mdst generally followed in metric recipes
% .----f should not differ from our current practice. Metitc "cup and

spoon" measures are only slightly larger than, and can ,, ',Iv_

, . .
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be usedinterchangeallty With, the customary '''cup ard
spoon" measures in common use in American jhouseholds.
It is only those few ingredients that are now measured
by weight (pounds and ounces) that will be expressed
differently in metric recipes. To'convert a customary recipe
o;metric just remember that wound is about 450 grams
and an ounce is about 28 grams.

Temperatures in metric recipes are given i9 degrees
-":Celsius rather thin 'degrees Fahrenheit. Ifyoui range
thermometer or thermostat is calibrated in degrees
Fahrenheit, simply multiply the Celsius temperature given
in your recipe by, 2 to Obtain, qUite.closely, thvorrespOnd-
ing Fahrenheit temperature. This methocl'of conversion is
accurate within 9 °F over the range 240-400 °F.

asaWORKER
Many-median-its; machinists,'arid assembly-plant

'workers will usernetric tools, such as wrenches, dies,
and taps, that are different in size from `those ntyw used. '
for a while, because of the need to maintain tools in
metric and customary -unit sizes,. they will have a larger.
number of such tools from whi'ch'to select. In the long run,t. however,, use of metric units and tools shoujci reduce

:.,._
-the number of tools required' as the number of sizes of.,
fasteners and other components used in the manufacture
of product's is reduced. . - ,s ''''i ,

Sales personnel.in hardware, paint, And fabric 'stores will
, alio be affectedby the metric changeovers When a .,

customer wishes to purchase lumber or paint or. wallpaper,
*the hardware store employee_ may be required to' ..

calcUlaie for the custo er the amount needed to cover k
an areA with paint or I aper, or how much tomb&
will bei needed to build a k. With the use eif,rnetrie,
'these tMalculatioris Will be less complicated. The fabric store
employee., may Likewise be asked to caktilate the. arridunt
of cloth needed to dlikapinclOw, cover a chair:9r, '''
make a dresi. . , .

. For, most other workers, the knowledge of metric units
. that they will learn.as,corisumers will enable .thern'Ito

carry out theirdidies as- efficiently as in the past.
. ,

15.
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A Word from the Acting Director °

Ihope ,you have found this .booklet helpful)n
understariding thimetric system of measur ent,

particularly as it pertains to your everyday life With
passage cf the Metric ConverMon Act orl 975; e have,
entered a new, accelerated phase on the road to

'metrica phase that makes this bOoklet, newly r visect
even more useful.. .

It is now,I.natiOnal Kok)/ to coordinate and pla i for'
increasing use 9i the metric system. Mote and mor
see- the results. of this policy as our. children are to
the'inetriC system in school; as road signs on our higbwa
begin to give distances in kilometers and speed limits

. . in kilometers per hour; as more consumer goods are made
andOabeled to metric specifications; and as the news
media dis`seminate information in metric units.

The National Bureau'of Standar has been proud to
se as the ,Nation's principal metn esource during the

. perioci of national,pblicy;debate.'Although many of the
'Bureau's metric information 'fubctions Will be assumed by
the new U.S. Metric Board, NBS will continue to serve
as the authoritative Ibi.irce(of accurate, compatible, and
useful, physical measureme0s. We will also continue to
work, with State and Federal agencies, universities
industry, and other groups asIlle focal point for assuring
the integrity of measurements thrciughout the

. United States.
a

For further information contact;
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS_
WASHINGTON, D.C. a0234

..*

ERNEST AMBLER
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